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Date: .../…. /... 

Unit: 3 

Lesson: 1 

What is Earth? 

Q.(1) Write ‘True 'or ‘False’. 

1. A city is a part of a smaller place called a country. (F) 

2. Jeddah is a city in a country called Saudi Arabia.  (T ) 

3. The earth has few countries.                              (F) 

4. An easy way to see all the countries on the Earth 

planet is to look at the globe.                                (T ) 

Q.(2)Answer the following. 

1. Where do people live? 

Ans:People live on Earth 

2. What is the earth? 

Ans:Earth is a planet. It is round just like a ball. 

3. Where do all living things live? 

Ans:All living things live on earth 

4. What is a globe? 

Ans:The globe is a small ball –shape model of Earth. 
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Date: .../…. /... 

Unit: 3 

Lesson: 2 

What is a Map? 

Q .(1)Match the following. 

1-countries map 

 

 

2-  street map                                                                   

.                                                                     

3-city map 

 

 

Q.(2) Answer the following questions. 

1. What is a map? 

Ans:A map is a drawing that uses many symbols to show  

the shape or location of a real place 

2. How many kinds of maps are there? 

Ans: 
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1. Countries map 

2. House map 

3. Street map 

4. City map 
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Date: .../…. /... 

Unit: 3 

Lesson: 3 

Parts of Map (1) 

Q.(1) Fill in the blanks. 

1- A map has many ……Symbols………………… 

2. Every map should have a ……Title……….. 

3. To read a map we use a …map key……………… 

Q.(2) Answer the following. 

1-What is the use of a map? 

Ans: The use of a map is to find or location the place . 

2. What are symbols of the map? 

Ans:Symbols of the map are shapes that stand for real 

things. 

3. What is the title of the map? 

Ans:The title is the name of the map . 
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Date: .../…. /... 

Unit: 3 

Lesson: 4 

Parts of Map (2) 

 

Q.(1) Answer the following. 

1. What is a direction? 

Ans:A direction tells you which way to go. 

2. What is a compass rose? 

Ans:A compass rose is a drawing that shows you the 

direction on the map . 

3. Name the four directions? 

1. North 

2.South 

3. East 

4. West 
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Date: .../…. /... 

Unit: 3 

Lesson: 5 

Looking at the sky 

 

Q.(1) Write “True” or “False” 

1. In the morning, when we look up the sky we can see 

the moon.                                                            (F ) 

2. At night, we can see small shiny dots in the sky. (T ) 

3. Moon doesn`t give light but it takes its light from the 

sun.                                                                     (T ) 

4. At night, we can see the sun.                             (F ) 

Q.(2) Answer the following. 

1. What do you know about the sun? 

Ans:The sun is a huge  ball of fire outside planet Earth. 

2. Where is the sun? 

Ans:The sun is very far away from the earth. 

3. What does the sun give us? 

Ans: Heat and light 

4. What are stars? 
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Ans:  Big shiny balls of gases. 

5. What is the moon? 

Ans:The moon is a dark ball –like shape outside planet 

Earth 

6. Name any three planets? 

1.Venus 

2.Earth 

 3.Mars 
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Revision 

Q.(1) Write (True) or (False) 

1-Jeddah is a city in a country called Egypt.       (F) 

2- The Earth has few countries.                        (F ) 

3- Earth is round just like a ball.                      ( T) 

4- Title of any map shows its name.                 ( T) 

5- To read a map, we use a symbol.                 ( F ) 

6- Letter (N) in the compass rose means South.(F ) 

7-Letter (W) in the compass rose means west.  (T ) 

8- Globe is a small ball shaped like an Earth.    (T ) 

Q.(2) Use the words to complete the sentences 

Globe,      Earth ,      Street map ,      Country map 

,(N),             (S),              (W),                 (E) 

1- _____Street map__________ shows you the streets 

in a city. 

2- ___Country map______________ shows you the 

countries. 

3-Letter ___N_______ means North. 

4- Letter___E_______ means East. 

5- Letter ___W______ means West. 

6- Letter ___S________ means South. 
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7-All people, plants, and animals live on 

___Earth_________. 

8- ____Globe_________ is a ball-shaped model of Earth. 

Q.(3) Circle the best choice 

1-A drawing that uses many symbols is _____________ 

a- a globe 

b-a direction 

c-a map 

2- (W) on the compass rose means ________________ 

a- West 

b- North 

c- South 

3- It tells us the name of the map________________ 

a- a key 

b-a title 

c-a compass rose 

4- A map key gives __________________ 

a- the meaning 

b-the name 

c- the color 
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5- People live in__________________ 

a- cities 

b- schools 

6- Makkah is a city in_______________ 

a- Kuwait 

b- Saudi Arabia 

c- Egypt 

7- Earth is ________________ like a ball 

a- round 

b- tall 

c- short 

Q.(4) Match 

House Map 

 

Street Map  

 

 

Country Map 
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Q.(5) Complete the compass rose with the letters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

North 

West East 

South 

 


	Ans:All living things live on earth



